
TAXONOMIES OF THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN

Taxonomies of the Cognitive Domain: Bloom's Taxonomy Anderson and Krathwohl's Taxonomy 1. Knowledge:
Remembering or retrieving.

A strong course, module, or program will have a range of objectives but we favour more expectations at the
higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy with then more teaching and assessment. Usually the key intent in this
activity is that a physical action supports or is a vehicle for cognitive growth and furthering recognition skills.
Receiving[ edit ] The lowest level; the student passively pays attention. Creates a new gymnastic routine.
Examples: Write a company operations or process manual. The new version is as follows: Remembering. It is
interesting to note that while the cognitive taxonomy was described in , and the affective in , the psychomotor
domain were not fully described until the s. Learning outcomes in this area are highest in the cognitive
hierarchy because they contain elements of all the other categories, plus conscious value judgements based on
clearly defined criteria. Higher levels of Thinking The various levels have often been depicted as a stairway to
reference a progressive climb to a higher level of thinking. Provide references to support your statements.
Examples: Rewrite the principles of test writing. Knowledge represents the lowest level of learning outcomes
in the cognitive domain. Examples: Performs a mathematical equation as demonstrated. Bloom and his
colleagues never created subcategories for skills in the psychomotor domain, but since then other educators
have created their own psychomotor taxonomies. Adaptation[ edit ] Skills are well developed and the
individual can modify movement patterns to fit special requirements. Examples: Select the most effective
solution. Definition of knowledge[ edit ] In the appendix to Handbook I, there is a definition of knowledge
which serves as the apex for an alternative, summary classification of the educational goals. A description of
the six levels as well as verb examples that represent intellectual activity are listed here. Explain and justify a
new budget. Folks in the sciences and in math often avoid including affective objectives stating that their areas
are not emotional. Learning outcomes in this area stress creative behaviors, with major emphasis on the
formulation of new patterns or structures. Responding[ edit ] The student actively participates in the learning
process, not only attends to a stimulus; the student also reacts in some way. Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive
Development Bloom identified six levels within the cognitive domain, from the simple recall or recognition of
facts, as the lowest level, through increasingly more complex and abstract mental levels, to the highest order
which is classified as evaluation. Affective objectives typically target the awareness and growth in attitudes ,
emotion, and feelings. As values or beliefs become internalized, the leaner organizes them according to
priority.


